with Justice a cement on Stone


to guard the treasure of the State. All the library are in great disorder by reason of long years of neglect and indifferent handling. At the request of the committee Professor E. W. Granger in his capacity as librarian arranged the entire University Library according to subject and size, and to affix labels and to facilitate the use of the work. In making reference in regard to the present Library, nothing will be attempted until the books shall be classified by returning them to the order of things established for the same and kind of those capacity and elegant Hall, which should ever be regarded as the a liberal exhibition of the great taste and munificence of the Board of Visitors to perpetuate a lasting memorial to the memory and memory of her beloved founder.

It is but a tense act of justice to say that all the labor has been under the supervision of Mr. Andrew Mitchell and who at the best age of life, engaged freely to the service of the University and has at all times been efficient by his personal presence. The entire side of the State has been made by an act so liberal with all engaged on the project of all from the head by your Great Our well, certified to those by the chairman of Communication.